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Liverpool at the King Power Stadium with a 100 per cent record this season. Leicester were
reportedly chasing a deal for Manchester City striker Kelechi Iheanacho during the transfer window

but failed to gain an extension on the 28-year-old's deal. The club are now expected to make a
renewed push for a January move for Villa's Adama Traore. Speaking after the 2-1 win over

Tottenham, Ranieri said: "I'm happy about our work. "We have a lot of spirit in our team and we can
be very proud. My team is reaching a better standard because in the last 10 games we didn't lose,

seven draws and three wins. "We lost once in the Premier League to Burnley, but since then we have
won three matches, and the ones we have lost are two in the FA Cup and one in the League Cup.

"I'm happy about the result, we fought hard and we are very proud of our players. We have a good
spirit and it is the one thing that wins games of football." Dante wanted to leave in the summer

Leicester have made a number of recruitment overhauls this summer but Ranieri believes they still
need to keep improving. The Foxes boss is now looking to strengthen his defence and is confident of

signing a defender in January. He said: "We are looking to sign a defender. I hope he will be in
January. "I want to win a title every season. If we have a great defensive line-up, with Nigel de Jong,

Chris Smalling, Victor Wanyama and Danny Rose, if you can work well on that side then you can
have success. "We have 648931e174
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